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Introduction



With writing, we can communicate ideas across space and time, sharing 

thoughts, seeing new perspectives, learning, growing. 

With writing, we can clear our minds, sort out our perspectives, evaluate and 

choose how we go through life.

Writing can change minds, and ultimately, lives. But change can be for good or 

ill…

Writing is one of  our greatest gifts.



The purpose of  writing…

and life



…is a little different for everyone.

We all have different backgrounds. Different interests. Different gifts.

Our desires differ. Our abilities differ. Our purposes differ.

But one thing is the same for all of  us:

We have a purpose.



Many people don’t take the time to discover or 

live their purpose. 

Many people wallow in ennui, depression, regret, hopelessness.

Many people relieve their feelings by indulging in bitterness and sarcasm.

But life is hard enough. The world is often a dark place. Accidents and painful 

events happen to everyone, and at times, we all need someone to light up the 

next step on our path.

That’s where brilliant writers come in.



Why write?



Writing is important for EVERYONE

• Writing is a window, showing you what you really believe and care about.

• Writing is an art, allowing you to play with ideas and unleash your creativity.

• Writing is a challenge, teaching you to persevere and stretch your mind.

• Writing is a practical skill, helping us understand and use the power of  

words.



Writing well helps you discover and accomplish 

your purpose.

It allows you to:

• Clear away distracting, unproductive thoughts and put them neatly away on 

paper.

• Clarify important ideas to yourself

• Communicate those ideas to others



But not all writing is equally 

worth reading…



There are 2 aspects to writing

1. CRAFT: The quality of  the writing itself  (Eg: Grammar, spelling, 

punctuation, pacing, style, tone, etc.)

2. CONTENT: The quality of  the ideas expressed by writing. (Eg: beliefs, 

worldviews, discoveries, stories, etc.)

Brilliant writing requires both.



There’s a lot of  bad writing out there

• Writing with bad punctuation, spelling, grammar, and structure

• Writing that leaves readers scratching their heads in confusion

• Writing that promotes powerful, harmful ideas



There is GOOD writing too

• Writing that delights and inspires.

• Writing that convinces people to change their lives for the better.

• Writing that reaches people in the cold, dark places, bringing warmth, light, 

compassion, and hope.



But what makes writing good or bad?

There are four general kinds of  writing:

1. Unimportant: Generally goes unnoticed and doesn’t do any good, nor much harm.

2. Untapped potential: Would do people much good, if they read it. But they don’t, because the poor craft
puts them off.

3. Dangerous: Seductive, harmful ideas disguised as something attractive, this kind of  writing is destructive to 
the life, health, and happiness of  individuals and society.

4. Brilliant: This is what we’re shooting for, as writers.

1. Poor craft, poor content 2. Poor craft, great content

3. Great craft, poor content 4. Great craft, great content



The most dangerous kind of  writing

Reading ill-CRAFTed writing can make you cringe, but reading bad 

CONTENT is by far the more serious problem.

Harmful ideas expressed through bad writing can tear down individuals, 

families, societies, and worlds. 



We can’t afford to read or create bad writing

We don’t have time to read bad writing. And it’s not just a matter of  time. Bad 
writing can literally destroy life:

• Marx’s Communist Manifesto led to Chairman Mao’s Great Leap Forward, 
resulting in the deaths of  millions.

• Darwin’ss Origin of Species led to the rise of eugenics, which paved the way 
for Hitler’s Holocaust.

• And every year, cyberbullying, false news, and other forms of bad writing
lead to untold numbers of  suicides, murders, and damaged lives.



But good writing can SAVE lives…and even 

the world

• Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin helped abolish slavery in 

America.

• Years later, Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird influenced the Civil Rights 

Movement, leading to improved racial equality in the States.

• And hundreds, even thousands, of lesser known books, articles, blog posts,

songs, and other forms of writing provide inspiration, encouragement, and

practical help to scores of readers today.



As a Brilliant Writer,

You need to hone your craft, continually. 

But more importantly, you need to focus on communicating true, beneficial 

ideas, as your FIRST priority and most important mission. 



What does it mean to be a 

Brilliant Writer?



The word “Brilliant” has 2 meanings:

1. Brilliant: very bright and radiant. Shining. Dazzling. Light.

2. Exceptionally clever or talented. Gifted. Mastery. Creative.



A Truly Brilliant Writer…

…is brilliant in BOTH senses of  the word. 

S/he writes skillfully and masterly, with the intent of  sharing bright ideas, 

sparking hope, lighting up people’s lives with true and helpful thoughts.

A Truly Brilliant Writer writes to spread light with his/her work.



The goals of  a Brilliant Writer

There are only two:

1. To learn to think clearly and truthfully through good writing

2. To share truthful thoughts clearly through good writing

That’s it.



The job and privilege of  a Brilliant Writer

• Is to hone his/her thinking with the truth

• And hone his/her writing skills with practice.

Simple, right?

Are YOU ready to be a Brilliant Writer?

If so, you’re in good company…



Brilliant Writers Hall of  Fame

• Harriet Beecher Stowe

• Harper Lee

• John Newton

• CS Lewis

• Viktor Frankl

• Corrie Ten Boom

• Frederick Douglass

• Lynn Austen

• …and many, many more

Writers who write truthfully and skillfully, in order to benefit readers:



Your world needs more

Brilliant Writers…



…are you willing to be one 

of  them? If  so:



Write, Brilliantly

http://www.beabrilliantwriter.com/

